Noble® Gamification
Why Choose Noble Gamification?
Many software solutions promise results, but Noble Gamification delivers on that promise. See
how gamification can impact your bottom line to reduce operational costs, increase revenue, and
enhance employee focus.
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Why Noble Gamification?
TEAM
We‘ve got experience! Our solution came from
our experience in the contact center industry.
We understand what motivates agents AND
supervisors. We know that high employee
motivation generates customer happiness,
which drives client satisfaction.

GAMIFICATION SOFTWARE
Intuitive, fits your business like a glove! Noble
Gamification is built from the perspective of our
experience in the contact center industry and
evolves from our clients, who continue to shape
it. Your company will see this experience through
the Noble Gamification technology.

RESULTS
This is a collaborative process between Noble
and our clients. When our clients identify “what”
they want to achieve, Noble is then able to
utilize game mechanics tailored to the client’s
generational spectrum of employees to maximize
the opportunity for success. Ask us about our
Industry specific results and schedule a free
business assessment.

TRUST THE EXPERTS

NOBLE GAMIFICATION CAN IMPACT YOUR
BOTTOM LINE. Noble offers an integrated
engagement platform that puts the “want to”
into work. That extra productivity turns into
revenue. Let us show you how it works.

“

With Noble Gamification, our
supervisors hit their team goals 4060% more often and we reduced
deployment costs by $35,000. The
number of new hires who said they
understood their goals after their firstday on the job skyrocketed from 45%
to 90%. And we had a net improvement
in agent turnover of 62%.
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